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Introduction

The size of the source created in pp and pp− collisions,
as measured with momentum correlations, increases
with particle multiplicity [1, 9]. The correlation of the
extracted size with the rapidity density of the collisions,
from the HBT analysis, was sometimes described as
evidence for the existence of a “source” with a given size.
Some alternative explanations have been given invoking
long-lived resonances and multiple parton inter-
actions [2].

In the present work, we are investigating whether
the observed behavior may be understood in terms of
more trivial explanations related to the details of the
hadronization of the partons leading to jets. We know
namely, that the point of hadronization of a jet and the
point of the initial parton-parton hard scattering do not
coincide. The distance between them is the so-called
hadronization length (Lhadr).

Numerical estimates for the time scale of
hadronization vary significantly [3, 5, 10], but owing to
the Lorentz boost to the laboratory frame, they are
proportional to the energy, Lhard ∝  O(1)Et ([11]). Hence,
there is a dependence of Lhadr on the energy due to the
Lorentz boost. On the other hand, the energy spectrum
of the emitted jets depends on the charged particle
multiplicity of the events. Hence, if we assume that
the hadronization occurs at different distances from the
initial hard scatterings, depending on the energy of
the jet, we can expect that this effect may simulate an
extended hadronic source without invoking the
presence of a thermalized source of hadrons. We have
followed this line of thought in the present work.
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Simulation

The simulation comprises three steps:
1. Simulation of the particle momenta using a standard

Pythia event generator [8]. Identification of jets with
the PYCELL subroutine, that is part of the generator
All particles that do not belong to any jet are treated
as an “underlying event”.

2. Creation of a spatial distribution of particle origins
according to our perception of the hadronization
process.

3. Implementation of the Bose-Einstein effect and
creation of the correlation functions.

The events simulated with Pythia are then treated
according to our model. Namely, the particles identified
above as “underlying events” are given a spatial origin
centered around the initial hard scattering point, while
particles within a jet are given spatial coordinates of
origin according to one of the models described below.

Tube

It is assumed that the hadronization length (lj, the
distance from the hard scattering) depends linearly on
the initial parton energy that we approximate by ptj (jet
total transverse momentum). Thus lj = flptj, where fl is
a multiplicative factor that represents our lack of
theoretical insight into the process of hadronization.
For every parton, the loci of hadronization along the
jet axis (xl) are randomized from Gaussian distributions
with a mean equal to lj and a σl = lj/3, preventing
negative values. In the transverse direction (with respect
to the jet axis) the hadronization points are randomized
so that the distance to the jet axis follows a Gaussian
distribution with a variance equal to σt and mean value
of zero.

Dynamic width

The distribution along the jet axis is the same as above
while the transverse width σt depends linearly on the
jet transverse energy and moreover, it is a function of
the position along the jet axis (see Fig. 1) so the
distribution of hadronization points is:

(1)

where σt = xlptj, σt
min = 0.5 fm and w = lj

2/ln2σt
max (w is

chosen so, σt(xl = 0) and σt(xl = 2lj) are equal to
σt

min).
For both kinds of geometries, the hadronization

time is equal to xl. The positions of the “underlying
event” particles are randomized from a single Gaussian
distribution with variance σb. Their emission time is
always equal to 0.

Results

The application of the model described above, in
agreement with the intuition, shows that the correlation
function indeed changes its shape with increasing
multiplicity. Using the experimental data we have
attempted to adjust the parameters of the model. We
have fixed σt = 0.5 fm what corresponds to the typical
hadronic size. We found that σb = 0.4 fm reproduces
the experimental results at the lowest multiplicities
(E735 has measured Rt = 0.62 fm at 〈dNch/dη〉  = 6.75).
In the frame of our model, it implies a non-negligible
contribution of hard processes in total particle production
even at low multiplicities. This observation is in
agreement with other observations at Tevatron [6].

However, we were not able to reach compatibility
with the experimental values of Rt at high multiplicities.
The increase of the fl parameter causes a decrease of
the intercept parameter, while the shape of the corre-
lation function stays approximately unchanged. In fact,
the width of the peak, thus Rt as given by a Gaussian fit
even decreases with increasing fl.

Using the out-side-long (OSL) parameterization we
have observed that for this model Rout grows with fl,
while Rside stays approximately unchanged. This finding
matches the intuitive representation. Therefore, the
applied geometry with a constant σt limits the growth
of Rt. We deduce that Rside must also increase with jet
energy. This led us to the “dynamic width” jet geometry.

Using that model, we have found that we are able
to reproduce the experimental results with fl = 1.0 and
ft = 0.6, see Figs. 5a and 3. This is not a unique pair of

Fig. 1. Schema of the “dynamic width” jet geometry model.
The spread in transverse direction with respect to the jet axis
depends on the position along jet and its magnitude depends
on the jet energy.
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parameters that gives a good agreement with E735
result. Within some range we can decrease fl and find
such a value of ft, such that we still reproduce the
experimental result (Fig. 5b).

We believe that the precision of the determination
of f values could be improved if results of a 3D HBT
analysis were available. Namely, the dependence of Rout
and Rside on event multiplicity is required. We have
found that Rside increases together with ft, and Rout
together with fl (see Table 1). This means that we can
estimate the size of the jet fragmentation volume using
the three-dimensional correlation analysis.

In our model, the “underlying event” (UE) is
somewhat overestimated since we have imposed the cut
on the jets of less than 3 GeV and this part has been
added to the UE. We have examined how our results
change if we reduce UE by removing randomly 50% of
particles not assigned to jets. We have found that the
obtained radii stay unchanged within 10%.

From Fig. 6, we see that the correlation functions
extend up to large Q’s (0.4–1.0 GeV), similarly to the

ones obtained by E735. The slope of the “tail” depends
on the multiplicity. The simulated correlation function
cannot be well represented by a single Gaussian as
expected from the distribution of particle hadronization
points shown in Fig. 2. As it can be seen, e.g. in Fig. 4c, a
better fit of the correlation function is obtained using
a double Gaussian, albeit it is not yet probably the exact
form of a correlator for this kind of source. The two

Table 1. Dependence of OSL radii on fl and fl for the 〈dNch/dη〉  = 23.0. The fits were made imposing a double Gaussian
(Eq. (1)) on 1D projections, taking two other components >50 MeV. In the rows where R2 is not specified, fits did not
converge and a single Gaussian is used instead

fl ft Ro1 λo1 Ro2 λo2 Rs1 λs1 Rs2 λs2 Rl1 λl1 Rl2 λl2
[fm] [fm] [fm] [fm] [fm] [fm]

0.2 0.2 0.82 0.55 − − 1.33 0.61 − − 1.28 0.58 − −

0.25   0.25 0.92 0.50 − − 1.51 0.55 − − 1.44 0.53 − −

0.3 0.3 1.02 0.47 − − 1.65 0.52 − − 1.56 0.50 − −

0.4 0.4 2.12 0.23 0.84 0.23 2.02 0.44 0.51 0.03 2.42 0.40 0.75 0.09

0.5 0.5 2.30 0.24 0.79 0.19 2.22 0.42 0.40 0.03 2.47 0.37 0.61 0.08

0.6 0.6 2.70 0.19 0.87 0.17 2.77 0.31 1.01 0.08 3.11 0.28 1.04 0.12

0.8 0.8 2.88 0.21 0.67 0.11 2.84 0.28 0.69 0.05 3.41 0.25 0.84 0.09

1.0 0.6 3.03 0.25 0.66 0.11 2.75 0.28 0.67 0.06 3.00 0.27 0.78 0.09

1.4 0.5 3.52 0.25 0.64 0.09 2.55 0.26 0.75 0.06 2.89 0.23 0.86 0.09

Fig. 3. a − The Qt correlation function from our model
compared with the correlation function extracted from [1]
(〈dNch/dη〉  = 12.5) and b − double Gaussian fit to it. The
dynamic width jet geometry with fl = 1.0, ft = 0.6 and
〈dNch/dη〉  = 12.4.

Fig. 2. Cross-section through the 2D distribution of the
hadronization points in the plane perpendicular to the beam.
The difference in height between contributions from the
“underlying event” (the peak for values around 0) and jets
(shoulders) is a phase space effect. In fact, the majority of
particles originate from jets. The dynamic width jet geometry
with fl = 1.0, ft = 0.6 and 〈dNch/dη〉  = 12.4.

a

b
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radii may be understood in term of the smaller one
representing the correlations among the particles
from the “underlying event” and the larger one repre-
senting the correlations of jet particles with the ones of
the “underlying event”, although the interplay of the diffe-
rent factors make such a representation only partially true.

It is important to mention that the extracted radii
are much smaller than the extent of the source due to
the fact that the particles from the “underlying event”
are traveling, while the jet did not yet hadronize!
Similarly, particles hadronizing first within a jet also
move together with not yet hadronized partons. The

same argumentation also explains the weak dependence
of Rt on fl in the “tube geometry”.

Fitting such a correlation function with a single
Gaussian − as was done in E735 − brings large uncer-
tainties (Fig. 6), because the obtained result is very
sensitive to the normalization chosen (at which point
correlation function crosses 1). To be able to compare
with the experimental results [1, 9] we have nevertheless
used the single Gaussian fit. The results of the double
Gaussian fits are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Finally, we have calculated, using the parameters
extracted for the Tevatron data, the expected correla-

Fig. 4. Qt correlation functions for the case of the dynamic width geometry with fl = 1.0 and ft = 0.6; a − 〈dNch/dη〉 = 3.2,
b − 〈dNch/dη〉  = 7.3, c − 〈dNch/dη〉  = 17.2, d − 〈dNch/dη〉  = 23.0.

a

dc

b

Fig. 5. Results of our model compared to E735 result. The left hand plot shows the best fit to the data obtained with fl = 1 and
ft = 0.6, while the right hand plot demonstrates the variation of the results with varying the f values.

ba
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tion of radii with charged particle multiplicities for the
maximum LHC energy of 14 TeV. In Table 2, we
present results of our model obtained at LHC energies.

Conclusions

Using a simple approach which introduces a depend-
ence of the distance of the mean hadronization points
of a parton on its energy we have been able to reproduce
very satisfactorily both the dependence of the radii and
the trend of the correlation strength lambda with the
rapidity density in pp collisions. The present results
indicate that there is a possibility of an alternative inter-
pretation of the results to those presented in [1] and
[4] where the obtained radii are interpreted as evidence
for the observation of deconfined matter in pp collisions.

On the other hand, the model a posteriori justifies
the hadronization scenario envisaged because the free
parameter f has been found close to unity for the range
of multiplicities analyzed. We believe that the LHC with
its wider range of multiplicities in pp collisions offers
interesting possibilities to test our model. We have,
therefore, presented here the expected variation of the
radii in function of charged particle multiplicities at
the LHC. Similarly, the effect of the parton hadroniz-
ation should be taken into account in the analysis of
HBT radii in heavy-ion collisions [7].
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Table 2. Rt radii dependence on 〈dNch/dη〉  at √s = 14 TeV,
fl = 1.0 and ft = 0.6. The correlation functions were fitted
with the double Gaussian form of the correlator (see Eq. (1))

〈dNch/dη〉 Rt1 λ1 Rt2 λ2
[fm] [fm]

  3.4 1.15 0.15 0.50 0.41

  7.6 1.38 0.20 0.52 0.21

12.5 1.70 0.18 0.58 0.09

17.4 1.95 0.15 0.65 0.05

22.4 2.24 0.12 0.73 0.03

27.4 2.91 0.10 0.95 0.04

37.0 3.33 0.07 1.15 0.02

Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 3, normalized at Qt ~ 500 MeV
and fitted with the single Gaussian form of the correlator.


